
Dolphin Class Topic Web - Term 1
Welcome to Dolphin Class!
 In this class we will have
both spellings and STEM
challenges each week. Now
that we are in Year 2,

there will be a spelling test
each week on a Friday of
the words provided (due

date indicated each week).
The STEM tasks continue
to have no concrete hand-in
day, with the children being
able to present their work

on a Friday.

Please continue to listen to your child

read and ask them questions to aid their

comprehension.

PE is every Thursday (subject to
change).

Please could all property be labelled
to support us and the children in

identifying clothing and shoes.

Important things to remember:
 

 



What are we learning about this term?

In Science we are
learning about plant
life, organisms and
their environment.

In History we are
learning about WW1
and Remembrance.

In Maths we are going to learn our

numbers to 100 and Part-whole within 10

and addition and subtraction
 to 10. 

In Music we are learning about West
African music and call and response. 

In Art we
are going to
be learning

the
fundamentals

of art.

In PE we are
focussing on
fitness and

yoga.

In English we are reading 'Troll Swap' and

our intended outcome is to write a story

based on the text with the children using

their own ideas for characters.

In DT we will be
learning about a
balanced diet.

In RE we are
exploring what

Christians believe
about love.

In PSHE we are
discussing 'being me in
my world', which

explores our hopesand fears..

In Computingwe are lookingat computingsystems andnetworks and 'IT around us'.



Year 2 - Homework Projects - Term 1 

Week 1 - due 16th September Week 2 - due 23rd September

Begin to grow a plant of your
choosing and keep a weekly

diary documenting it's growth
(due the last week of term).

 
Spellings: today, said, friend,

school. push

Create a model of
a troll using

recyclable materials.
 

Spellings: house, our,
come, some, love



Week 4 - due 7th October

Week 3 - due 30th September

Create a fact file about
an animal of your choice,
including it's habitat and

diet.
 

Spellings: there. here,
one, they, ask

Create a collage of
a poppy.

 
Spellings: where,
your, says, door,

floor



Week 5 - due 14th October

Week 6 - due 21st OctoberWrite a character
description about a
very naughty troll!

 
Spellings: poor,

because, find, kind,
mind

Find a piece of Black Music(a piece of music created bya Black artist) that you likeand write a music review.How does the piece makeyou feel? Spellings: behind, child,children, wild, climb



The Velveteen Rabbit
by Margery Williams
Monster Rhymes by

Sheryl Webster
Gorilla by Anthony

Browne
Clarice Bean: That's
Me by Lauren Child

The Rainforest Book
by Charlotte Milner

Suggested books:

 
 

Maths:
The children have

been provided
with a Times
Tables Rock

Stars account.
Please regularly
use this resource
to support your

child's
development in

maths.


